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(57) Abstract: A motor vehicle 10 includes a hydromechan-
ical powersplit transmission 11, a prime mover 13, an en
gine drive shaft 14, drive wheels 15, a differential 16, a dif
ferential drive shaft 17, and frame rails 18. Transmission 11
includes a sump 37a filled to a level 101a with lubricating
liquid. Splash gear teeth 112a rotate in and out of the lub
ricating liquid to splash lubricating liquid above level 101a
against a rotating lateral wall 75c. Centrifugal force acts on
the lubricating liquid rotating with wall 75c to move the
lubricating liquid radially outward against a catch wall por
tion 75h extending in one longitudinal direction and into
flow passages 113c extending in the other longitudinal dir
ection to lubricate gears 74 and bearings rotating on shafts
113 in which the flow passages 113c are disposed. The lat
eral wall 75c is a wall of a planet carrier 75, and the gears
74 are planet gears.
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SPLASH GEAR AND LUBRICATION SYSTEM

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present patent application claims the benefit of the filing date of United

States Provisional Patent Application Serial No. 6 1641467 filed May 2, 201 2, the

disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

[0002] The present patent application also cross references related patent

applications filed of even date herewith by the assignee of the present patent

application and titled "Hydromechanical Transmission and Assemblies,"

"Hydromechanical Transmission With Double Sump Gear Unit Housing," "Method of

Assembly for Hydromechanical Transmission," "Park Pawl With Actuator," and "Spline

Connection."

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0003] This invention relates generally to a hydromechanical transmission, and more

specifically to a hydromechanical powersplit transmission for a hydraulic hybrid vehicle,

and to components and assemblies and methods that may be used with such

transmissions and elsewhere.



BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0004] Hydromechanical transmissions, including hydromechanical powersplit

transmissions, are used in hydraulic hybrid vehicles. Such vehicles may include a

vehicle prime mover such as an internal combustion engine, at least one hydraulic

pump motor unit, a gear set such as a planetary gear set, and an output shaft

connecting the planetary gear set to a drive shaft of the vehicle. The internal

combustion engine and the hydraulic pump motor unit are connected to the gear set,

and the gear set splits power from the internal combustion engine and from the

hydraulic pump motor unit in a motoring mode to rotate the drive shaft and propel the

vehicle. The pump motor unit may also be used in a pumping mode to capture energy

under certain conditions such as braking the vehicle, and the captured energy may be

stored in an energy storage device such as a hydraulic accumulator to power the

hydraulic pump motor unit in the motoring mode.

[0005] Various prior art configurations for hydromechanical powersplit vehicle

transmissions may be used in off-highway vehicle applications such as agricultural

tractors and wheel loaders or in on-highway applications such as delivery trucks. The

ability of the powersplit transmission to provide infinitely variable speed allows the

engine to run at its optimum efficiency conditions, while transmission of most power

through the mechanical power path rather than through the hydraulic power path may



result in relatively high transmission efficiency when hydraulic power is limited or not

being used. Smooth and seamless control with uninterrupted transfer of torque from the

prime mover and/or the hydraulic pump motor unit to the vehicle drive shaft may result

in good performance when compared to manual and automatic transmissions having

discrete gear ratios, while elimination of a hydrodynamic torque converter may help

achieve efficiency when compared to automatic transmissions.

[0006] In transmissions of this type, and in hydromechanical components and

assemblies and methods for use in such transmissions and elsewhere, technical

problems include difficulties with system complexity, efficiency, size, weight, flexibility,

lubrication of components, sump oil fill levels and heat build-up, assembly, repair,

transmission of forces and torque in relatively large weight vehicles, and parking lock

requirements. More specifically, these technical problems include alignment with other

components of a vehicle such as the prime mover engine and the differential, ease of

assembly, ease of installation in a vehicle and removal from the vehicle, space

availability of the vehicle, space requirements of the transmission and within the

transmission, weight of the transmission, smooth operation, transmission control, ease

of disassembly and repair, and flexibility to change for use in a variety of different

vehicles and different applications. Still more specifically, these technical problems

include difficulty assembling and attaching and integrating the hydraulic components,

including the hydraulic pump motor units and the controls and drive shafts for the

hydraulic pump motor units and the hydraulic flow passages and ports for the hydraulic

pump motor units, with the planetary gear set, including the drive gears and planetary



gear set components, and assembling those components to the prime mover and

differential of the vehicle. Further technical problems include lubrication of gear

components, including size and complexity and efficiency of lubrication fluid pumps, and

assembly and alignment of spline connections. Further technical problems include

complexity of, and forces and stresses imposed on, parking lock mechanisms in

relatively large weight vehicles.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] The present invention addresses certain of the aforementioned technical

problems and provides an integral splash gear and planet gear carrier assembly and a

splash gear lubrication system that may be used in a hydromechanical vehicle

transmission and assemblies for use in such transmissions and elsewhere. The

assembly and system according to the present invention eliminate a need for a separate

gear pump or gerotor pump or similar pump. The assembly and system lubricate the

components in a gear set sump and provide sufficient fluid flow and film to lubricate

gears, rotating shafts, bearings and other components.

[0008] According to certain embodiments of the invention, a splash gear is secured

to a planet gear carrier by an attachment surface. The planet gear carrier has a plurality

of planet gears each rotatably disposed on a planet gear shaft, and at least one of and

preferably each of the planet gear shafts may include an attachment surface. The

planet gear carrier may include a lateral wall, and each planet gear shaft may extend

through the lateral wall. Each attachment surface may be disposed on a portion of the



planet gear shaft that extends through the lateral wall, and the attachment surface may

be a lock groove in the outer peripheral surface of the planet gear shaft.

[0009] According to certain embodiments of the invention, a splash gear splashes

lubricating liquid on a rotating lateral wall. Centrifugal force is imparted to the lubricating

liquid to cause the lubricating liquid to flow laterally outwardly along the lateral wall to a

catch wall where it is captured and directed into longitudinal flow passages of shafts on

which gears rotate.

[0010] At least one embodiment of the invention provides a splash gear lubrication

system that includes a sump disposed along a longitudinal axis with a lubricating liquid

in the lower portion of the sump. A splash gear is rotatably disposed in the sump about

a longitudinal axis and includes splash gear teeth that rotate into and out of the

lubricating liquid in the sump to create a mist of lubricating liquid in the upper portion of

the sump. A lateral wall, which may be a wall of a planet gear carrier, rotates in the

sump when the splash gear rotates. Splashed lubricating liquid accumulates on the

rotating lateral wall and begins to rotate with the wall. Centrifugal force acting on the

rotating lubricating liquid causes the lubricating liquid to flow laterally outwardly to a

catch wall. The catch wall extends longitudinally in one direction, and the laterally

flowing lubricating liquid accumulates at or floods the longitudinal catch wall. The catch

wall is substantially adjacent a longitudinal flow passage, which may be a flow passage

in a planet gear shaft. The centrifugal force acting on the lubricating liquid, together

with relative circumferential movement of the lubricating oil relative to the lateral wall



and the catch wall, cause the lubricating oil to flow into the flow passage to lubricate the

shaft and its associated planet gear and bearings.

[001 1] Further according to one embodiment of the invention, the catch wall may

extend longitudinally from the lateral wall in a direction opposite the direction of the flow

passage. The catch wall has a sufficient circumferential extent to catch lubricating liquid

to feed the flow passage. The splash gear may be carried by and rotate with a planet

gear carrier of a planetary gear set. A catch wall portion may be associated with each

of several planet gear shafts and flow passages of the planet gear carrier. The catch

wall portions may be generally semicircular, and all of the catch wall portions may be

joined together to provide a continuous generally annular catch wall. Each of the planet

gear shafts may be arranged along its associated catch wall portion and may include a

gear shaft catch wall portion to help direct the lubricating flow into the longitudinal flow

passage in the shaft.

[0012] Further according to one embodiment of the invention, the splash gear may

have a partially assembled position and a fully assembled position relative to the lateral

wall of the planet carrier. The planet gear shafts may extend through aligned notches in

the splash gear in the partially assembled position, and the splash gear may be rotated

to move the notches out of alignment and move a portion of the splash gear into locking

grooves on the planet gear shafts so that the planet gear shafts lock the splash gear

onto the planet carrier.

[0013] The invention further provides the combinations set out in the accompanying

claims. This Summary is not intended to identify key features or essential features of



the claimed subject matter, and these and other features of the invention are more fully

described and particularly pointed out in the description and claims set out below. The

following description and claims and the annexed drawings set forth in detail certain

illustrative embodiments of the invention, and these embodiments indicate but a few of

the various ways in which the principles of the invention may be used.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0014] Embodiments of this invention will now be described in further detail with

reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

[0015] Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a wheeled land vehicle that includes a

hydromechanical powersplit transmission according to a preferred embodiment of the

present invention;

[0016] Figure 2 is a more detailed enlarged view of a portion of the schematic

diagram illustrated in Figure 1;

[0017] Figure 3 is a perspective view of the hydromechanical powersplit transmission

illustrated schematically in Figure 1, as viewed from the front driver side of the vehicle in

which the transmission is installed;



[0018] Figure 4 is a perspective view of the transmission illustrated in Figure 1,

similar to Figure 3 but having a hydraulic unit housing removed from a central

connecting plate;

[0019] Figure 5 is another perspective view of the transmission illustrated in Figure

1, as viewed from the rear driver side of the vehicle in which the transmission is

installed, but having a planetary gear unit housing removed from the central connecting

plate and having the planetary gear unit gears illustrated;

[0020] Figure 6 is a rear or output end view of the transmission illustrated in Figure

1;

[0021] Figure 7 is a cross sectional view taken along plane 7-7 in Figure 6;

[0022] Figure 8 is a cross sectional view taken along plane 8-8 in Figure 6;

[0023] Figure 9 is a cross sectional view taken along plane 9-9 in Figure 6;

[0024] Figure 10 is a cross sectional view taken along plane 10-1 0 in Figure 6;

[0025] Figure 11 is a perspective view of a front planetary gear unit housing for the

planetary gear unit of the transmission illustrated in Figure 1, as viewed from the rear

driver side of the vehicle in which the transmission is installed, and with all associated

components removed for clarity;



[0026] Figure 12 is a perspective view of a rear planetary gear unit housing for the

planetary gear unit of the transmission illustrated in Figure 1, as viewed from the front

passenger side of the vehicle in which the transmission is installed, and with all

associated components removed for clarity;

[0027] Figure 13 is an enlarged perspective view of a lubricating liquid baffle or

trough for the planetary gear unit of the transmission illustrated in Figure 1;

[0028] Figure 14 is an exploded perspective view of a planetary gear and splash

gear assembly for the planetary gear unit of the transmission illustrated in Figure 1, as

viewed from the rear driver side of the vehicle in which the transmission is installed;

[0029] Figure 15 is a view similar to Figure 14, but showing the exploded

components from Figure 14 in an assembled condition;

[0030] Figure 16 is a cross sectional view of the planetary gear and splash gear

assembly illustrated in Figures 14 and 15, taken along reference view line 16-1 6 in

Figure 15;

[0031] Figure 17 is an elevation view of the rear planetary gear unit housing

illustrated in Figure 12, with some associated components installed and other

associated components removed for clarity, as viewed from the front of the vehicle in

which the transmission is installed, illustrating a park pawl assembly for the

transmission illustrated in Figure 1.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0032] Referring now to the drawings in greater detail, Figures 1- 17 illustrate an

object 10 having a compact hydromechanical powersplit transmission 11 according to a

preferred embodiment of the present invention and a method of assembly 140

according to a preferred embodiment of the present invention.

[0033] Headings are provided in the description below to assist the reader.

However, descriptions under all headings relate to the descriptions under each

individual heading, so that the complete description below is to be used to understand

the description under each individual heading.

OVERALL STRUCTURE AND OPERATION

[0034] The object 10 can be any object that uses a transmission for transmitting

energy or converting energy to rotational movement. In the preferred embodiment

described below, the object 10 is a wheeled land vehicle such as an on-highway truck.

The vehicle 10 includes a prime mover 13, which in the preferred embodiment is a

conventional internal combustion engine such as a gasoline or diesel or natural gas

engine, and an engine drive shaft 14. The vehicle 10 further includes drive wheels 15, a

differential 16, and a differential drive shaft 17. The vehicle 10 also includes frame rails

18, which are longitudinally extending beams, which may be steel or other suitable

structural material, to which the body (not shown), prime mover 13, drive shaft 14,

vehicle suspension components (not shown), differential 16 and other components of

the vehicle 10 are mounted in a conventional well know manner.



[0035] As best shown in Figures 1, 3, and 7, the hydromechanical powersplit

transmission 11 has a longitudinal axis 22. The transmission 11 includes a hydraulic

unit 23, a gear unit or planetary gear unit 24 that is integral with the hydraulic unit 23,

and a connecting plate 25 disposed intermediate the hydraulic unit 23 and the gear unit

24. As used herein, the term integral means two or more functionally different

cooperating devices that are assembled without externally exposed fluid or mechanical

connections and used as a whole such that each device is an essential part to complete

the other. The hydraulic unit 23 includes a hydraulic unit housing 26 having a vehicle

prime mover input end 27 and an output end 28. The gear unit 24 includes a gear unit

housing or planetary gear unit housing 29 having an input end 30 and an output end 3 1 .

The housings 26 and 29 include exterior surfaces 32 and 33 and interior surfaces 34

and 35, respectively. Interior surfaces 34 and 35 cooperate with connecting plate 25 to

define chambers 36 and 37, respectively, that are sealed from one another and from the

exterior surfaces 32 and 33. The chambers 36 and 37 are in longitudinally aligned

relationship to one another along longitudinal axis 22. Various low pressure hydraulic

connections through the chamber 36 are illustrated schematically in Figure 1 with solid

lines. It should be understood that these illustrated solid lines are not separate

hydraulic conduits, but rather schematically illustrate hydraulic connections that occur

between various components through the low pressure hydraulic fluid within chamber

36.

[0036] The hydraulic unit housing 26 includes a longitudinally extending prime mover

input shaft or mechanical drive shaft 4 1 connected to engine drive shaft 14 through a

suitable torsional vibration dampening coupling 14a . Input shaft 4 1 (Figures 1 and 7)



extends through an input shaft opening 4 1a at the input end 27, longitudinally into and

through the hydraulic unit housing interior chamber 36. The input shaft 4 1 is rotatably

connected to the prime mover 13, so that the prime mover 13 drives the input shaft 4 1

and causes the input shaft 4 1 to rotate when the prime mover 13 is running. The term

rotatably connected means that components rotate together or are drivingly connected.

A primary hydraulic pump motor unit 42 and a secondary hydraulic pump motor unit 43

(Figures 1, 8 and 9) are disposed within the chamber 36 in laterally offset spaced

relation to the input shaft 4 1 and in circumferentially spaced relation to one another.

This laterally offset relationship of the units 42 and 43 to the input shaft 4 1, as further

described below, allows the input shaft 4 1 to extend longitudinally through the hydraulic

unit housing interior chamber 36 and into connecting plate 25 without interruption.

Further, as illustrated in Figures 4 and 8, the pump motor units 42 and 43 are

longitudinally offset from one another, with the pump motor unit 43 including its barrel

and pistons described below being closer to the connecting plate 25 and gear unit 24

than the pump motor unit 42, to reduce the lateral dimension of the transmission 11.

The units 42 and 43 in the preferred embodiment are identical and are preferably bent

axis, variable displacement, axial piston type pump motor units of the type disclosed in

World Intellectual Property Organization publication number WO 2012/01 6240 A2, the

disclosure of which is incorporated herein by reference. Alternatively, the size,

displacement or type of the pump motor units 42 and 43 may be different from one

another and/or may be different from that illustrated in the preferred embodiment. For

example, primary pump motor unit 42 may be a smaller displacement unit than

secondary unit 43. For brevity, the detailed structure and operation of the pump motor



units 42 and 43 as disclosed in the referenced publication are not repeated in detail

herein. Primary pump motor unit 42 includes a barrel 42a and pistons 42b, and

secondary pump motor unit 43 includes a barrel 43a and pistons 43b. The pump motor

units 42 and 43 each operate in a pumping mode or in a motoring mode during the

operation of the transmission 11, as further described below. The primary pump motor

unit 42 is drivingly connected to primary pump motor unit drive shaft 44 (Figures 1 and

8), and the secondary pump motor unit 43 is drivingly connected to secondary pump

motor unit drive shaft 45 (Figures 1 and 9). The primary shaft 44 includes an integral

annular head portion having sockets 44a for its associated pistons 42a, and the pistons

42a and associated barrel 42b provide a rotating group for the primary unit 42. The

secondary shaft 45 includes an integral annular head portion having sockets 45a for its

associated pistons 43a, and the pistons 43a and associated barrel 42b provide a

rotating group for the secondary unit 43. During the pumping mode, the units 42 and/or

43 are driven by primary pump motor unit drive shaft 44 and secondary pump motor unit

drive shaft 45, respectively, to pump hydraulic fluid under pressure into a high pressure

accumulator 46 (Figure 1) through a hydraulic line 47 to store energy. During the

motoring mode, high pressure hydraulic fluid is supplied to the units 42 and/or 43 from

high pressure accumulator 46 through hydraulic line 47 to rotate the shafts 44 and 45 to

convert stored energy from accumulator 46 to rotational movement. The primary and

secondary pump motor unit drive shafts 44 and 45 are also disposed in radially offset

relation to the prime mover input shaft 4 1 and in circumferentially and longitudinally

spaced relation relative to one another. The high pressure accumulator 46 may be



mounted remotely to the vehicle frame rails 18, or alternatively may be mounted directly

to the transmission 11.

[0037] Figure 2 is an enlarged and more detailed schematic illustration of the portion

of Figure 1 illustrated by the dotted line box that surrounds the pump motor units 42 and

43 in Figure 1. As illustrated schematically in Figure 2 and as shown and described in

detail in the above referenced publication, the displacement of primary pump motor unit

42 is controlled by a displacement control mechanism including setting or control

pistons 48 and 49 (also see Figure 24). Similarly, the displacement of secondary pump

motor unit 43 is controlled by setting or control pistons 50 and 5 1 (also see Figure 24).

The primary pump motor unit control pistons 48 and 49 are set or controlled by

electrohydraulic proportional control valve 52, and the secondary pump motor unit

control pistons 48 and 49 are set or controlled by electrohydraulic proportional control

valve 53. An isolation valve 54 is arranged to block or open fluid communication

between primary pump motor unit 42 high pressure outlet 9 1 and a high pressure

isolation valve port 56 connected to hydraulic line 47 leading to high pressure

accumulator 46. An isolation valve 55 is arranged to block or open fluid communication

between secondary pump motor unit 43 and high pressure isolation valve port 56. The

isolation valves 54 and 55 are ' closed or open in response to pilot signals from

electrically operated isolation pilot signal valves 54a and 55a, respectively, and the

valves 54 and 55 are disposed in a single housing 57 (Figure 10) that includes the high

pressure fluid port 56 connected to high pressure line 47 leading to high pressure

accumulator 46. The isolation valve housing 57 further includes passages 56a

connecting the isolation valve high pressure port 56 with each of the isolation valves.



As shown in Figure 1, a low pressure reservoir 58 is connected to pump motor units 42

and 43 through low pressure hydraulic line 59 and chamber 36. A filtration and cooling

pump 60 (also see Figure 4) is driven by input shaft 4 1 and circulates hydraulic fluid

from low pressure line 59 and chamber 36 through connections 32a and 32b to and

from a hydraulic fluid filter (not shown) and a heat exchanger (not shown). Alternatively,

pump 60 may be driven in any other suitable manner such as, for example, by a

suitable gear set.

[0038] As best illustrated in Figures 1 and 7, a coupling 6 1 in the connecting plate 25

couples the prime mover input shaft 4 1 to a transfer shaft 62, so that the input shaft 4 1

and transfer shaft 62 rotate together as a unit. Alternatively, coupling 6 1 may be in any

other suitable location such as, for example, outside of and on either side of the

connecting plate 25. Coupling 25 is integral to the transfer shaft 62 in the preferred

embodiment but may alternatively be integral to the shaft 4 1 or a separate component.

The transfer shaft 62 extends longitudinally from connecting plate 25 into the planetary

gear housing interior chamber 37, so that the transfer shaft 62 may be considered a part

of and/or an extension of input shaft 4 1 . The right end of the transfer shaft 62 is

rotatably journaled or supported in a bearing 62a in a blind bore in the left end of a

planetary gear unit output drive shaft 63 at the output end 3 1 of the planetary gear unit

housing 29, so that the transfer shaft 62 is not drivingly coupled to the output drive shaft

63 but instead rotates relative to the output drive shaft 63. The output drive shaft 63

extends from the planetary gear unit housing interior chamber 37 longitudinally through

an output drive shaft opening 63a in gear unit housing 29 and is connected to the

differential drive shaft 17 by a coupling 64.



[0039] As illustrated schematically in Figure 1 and described in more detail below,

the gear unit or planetary gear unit 24 includes gear unit components 7 1 disposed

within the gear unit housing interior chamber 37. The gear unit components 7 1 are

planetary gear components, and the components 7 1 include a sun gear 72, a ring gear

73, planet gears 74 and a planet carrier 75. The prime mover 3 is drivingly connected

to the planet carrier 75. The primary pump motor unit 42 is drivingly connected to the

sun gear 72. The secondary pump motor unit 43 is drivingly connected to the ring gear

73 and to the drive wheels 5 .

[0040] More specifically, as illustrated in Figures 1 and 7, the planet carrier 75 is

drivingly connected to transfer shaft 62, preferably by a spline connection, so that

transfer shaft 62 and input shaft 4 1 and engine drive shaft 14 and prime mover 13 are

drivingly connected and rotate together. Alternatively, one or more of the several spline

connections illustrated herein may be replaced with any other suitable attachment

device such as, for example, a key and slot arrangement or by a single piece

construction. As illustrated in Figures 1 and 8, primary pump motor unit drive shaft 44

extends into planetary gear unit interior chamber 37 and carries a gear 76 through a

spline connection. Gear 76 drives gear 77, which drives sun gear 72 through a spline

connection. As illustrated in Figures 1 and 9, secondary pump motor unit drive shaft 45

is drivingly connected to ring gear 73 and to output shaft 63 and differential drive shaft

17 and differential 16 and drive wheels 15, so that these components rotate together.

Specifically, secondary pump motor unit drive shaft 45 extends into planetary gear unit

interior chamber 37 and carries a gear 78 through a spline connection, and gear 78

meshes with gear 79 that is connected to ring gear 73 and to output shaft 63.



[0041] Referring to Figures 1 and 8, the primary pump motor shaft 44 extends

longitudinally from the rotating axial piston group 42a, 42b of its associated primary

pump motor unit 42 in interior chamber 36 of hydraulic unit 23, through the connecting

plate 25, and into the interior chamber 37 of planetary gear unit 24. The left end of the

primary pump motor unit shaft 44 is supported by a tapered roller bearing 80 in the

connecting plate 25 to accommodate radial and axial loads on the shaft 44, and the

right end of the shaft 44 is supported by a roller bearing 8 1 in housing 29 of planetary

gear unit 24. The gear 76 that is carried by the primary pump motor unit shaft 44 is

disposed intermediate the bearings 80 and 8 1 and adjacent the bearing 8 1 . Similarly,

as shown in Figures 1 and 9, the secondary pump motor shaft 45 extends longitudinally

from the rotating axial piston group 43a, 43b of its associated secondary pump motor

unit 43 in interior chamber 36 of hydraulic unit 23, through the connecting plate 25, and

into the interior chamber 37 of planetary gear unit 24. The left end of the secondary

pump motor unit shaft 45 is supported by a tapered roller bearing 82 in the connecting

plate 25 to accommodate radial and axial loads, and the right end of the shaft 45 is

supported by a roller bearing 83 in a blind bore 83a in housing 29 of planetary gear unit

24. The gear 78 that is carried by the secondary pump motor unit shaft 45 is disposed

intermediate the bearings 82 and 83 and adjacent the bearing 83. This arrangement

integrates the pump motor units 42 and 43 and their associated shafts 44 and 45 into

the hydraulic unit 23 and the connecting plate 25 and the planetary gear unit 24 to

provide an integral unit. By supporting the ends of the shafts 44 and 45 in this manner

in bearings in the connecting plate 25 and planetary gear unit housing 29 and with the

associated gears 76 and 78, respectively, disposed on the shafts 44 and 45



intermediate their support bearings, smaller diameter pump motor unit shaft diameters

and shorter axial length pump motor unit shafts are achieved to reduce the size and

weight of the transmission 11.

[0042] Referring now to Figures 1-2 and 7-9 to further describe the connecting plate

25, the connecting plate 25 is of high strength cast iron and the hydraulic housing 26

and planetary gear unit housing 29 are of lower strength and lower weight aluminum

casting. The material for the connecting plate 25 and housings 26 and 29 may

alternatively be of other suitable materials. The connecting plate 25 provides a major

structural element of the transmission 11, and a connecting assembly 84 includes the

connecting plate 25 and the hydraulic components and gear set components that are

assembled to and carried by the connecting plate 25. The connecting plate 25 has a

hydraulic unit side that includes a hydraulic unit wall 25a that provides a wall of

hydraulic unit sealed chamber 36 adjacent the output end 28 of the hydraulic unit 23.

The connecting plate 25 also has a planetary gear unit side that includes a planetary

gear unit wall 25b that provides a wall of planetary gear unit sealed chamber 37

adjacent the input end 30 of planetary gear unit 24. A mechanical drive opening 85

(Figure 7) extends longitudinally through the connecting plate 25 from the hydraulic side

25a to the gear set side 25b, and a bearing 86 and seal 86a are disposed in the

opening 85. The input mechanical drive shaft 4 1 (including its transfer shaft 62)

extends longitudinally into the opening 85 and is supported by the bearing 86a and

sealed by the seal 86b. A primary hydraulic drive opening 87 (Figure 8) extends

longitudinally through the connecting plate 25 from the hydraulic side 25a to the gear

set side 25b. The primary opening 87 is in laterally offset relation to the opening 85 and



input shaft 4 1, and the primary pump motor unit shaft bearing 80 and associated seal

80a are disposed in the opening 87. The primary pump motor unit 42 is secured to the

connecting plate 25 on its hydraulic side 25a and is longitudinally aligned with the

opening 87. The primary pump motor unit drive shaft 44 extends longitudinally through

the opening 87 and is supported by the bearing 80 and sealed by the associated seal

80a. A secondary hydraulic drive opening 88 (Figure 9) extends longitudinally through

the connecting plate 25 from the hydraulic side 25a to the gear set side 25b. The

secondary opening 88 is also in laterally offset relation to the opening 84 and input shaft

4 1, and the secondary pump motor unit shaft bearing 82 and associated seal 82a are

disposed in the opening 88. The secondary pump motor unit 43 is secured to the

connecting plate 25 on its hydraulic side 25a and is longitudinally aligned with the

opening 88. The secondary pump motor unit drive shaft 45 extends longitudinally

through the opening 88 and is supported by the bearing 82 and sealed by seal 82a.

The connecting assembly 84 further includes the planetary gear set 7 1 , which is

mounted on the gear set side 25b of the connecting plate 25. This configuration

provides an input drive shaft 4 1 , 62 that extends longitudinally from end to end through

the sealed chamber 36 of hydraulic unit 23 and through the connecting plate 25, and

primary and secondary pump motor units 42 and 43 that are each disposed in the

sealed chamber 36 and are laterally offset from the drive shaft 4 1, 62 and

circumferentially and longitudinally spaced from one another.

[0043] The connecting plate 25 of the connecting assembly 84 provides a hydraulic

manifold and further includes fluid flow passages that include high pressure fluid flow

passages 89a and 89b and pilot signal passages 90. The high pressure fluid outlet side



of each hydraulic pump motor unit 42 and 43 includes a high pressure fluid outlet or flow

tube 9 1 (Figures 1 and 8), 92 (Figures 1 and 9), respectively, and the flow tubes 9 1 and

92 are further described in the above referenced publication. The passages 89a and

89b in the connecting plate 25 connect each of the isolation valves 54, 55 with an

associated one of the pump motor units, so that the flow tubes 9 1 and 92 are each

connected in fluid communication to the isolation valves 54 and 55. The valves 52, 53,

54 and 55 are secured to and mounted on the connecting plate 25, and the pilot fluid

passages 90 are in fluid communication with these valves.

[0044] In this manner, the connecting plate 25 is a component of a connecting

assembly 84 and provides a mounting platform for the pump motor units 42 and 43 and

for the valves 52, 53, 54, and 55; provides support and bearings for the pump motor unit

shafts 44 and 45; provides bearings for the transfer shaft 62 and support for the transfer

shaft 62 and input shaft 4 1; provides a mounting platform for the planetary gear

components 7 1 ; provides a wall for the hydraulic unit internal chamber 36 and for the

planetary gear unit internal chamber 37; combines the hydraulic unit 23 and the

planetary gear unit 24 into an integral unit; and provides a high pressure hydraulic

manifold for the fluid connections between and among the high pressure accumulator

46, valves 52, 53, 54, and 55, setting pistons 48, 49, 50 and 5 1 , and pump motor units

42 and 43 and their associated rotating piston groups and high pressure flow tubes 9 1 ,

92. The illustrated components in the hydraulic unit 23, such as for example the pump

motor units 42 and 43, may be replaced with different components and used with the

gear unit 24 or with a different gear unit. Similarly, the illustrated components in the

gear unit 24, such as for example the planetary gear components 7 1 and drive gears,



may be replaced with different components and used with the hydraulic unit 23 or with a

different hydraulic unit. This enables the transmission 11 to be used in a wide variety of

vehicles and applications.

[0045] As best illustrated in Figure 3, the exterior surfaces 32 and 33 of housings 26

and 29 provides several connections used for the transmission 11. For example,

exterior surfaces 32 and 33 provide liquid filter and cooler supply and return ports 32a

and 32b, liquid sensor temperature port 32c, auxiliary low pressure return port 32d, park

pawl position sensor connection 32e, secondary pump motor unit speed sensor

connection 32f, primary pump motor unit speed sensor connection 32g, primary and

secondary pump motor unit displacement sensor 32h and 32i, and hydraulic unit low

pressure sensor 32j.

[0046] Once the transmission 11 is assembled in the configuration illustrated in the

drawings and described above, the transmission 11 is installed in the vehicle 10 in the

lateral space between the frame rails 18 and in the longitudinal space between the

prime mover drive shaft 14 and the differential drive shaft 17 (Figure 1) . The prime

mover draft shaft 14 is connected through the torsional vibration dampening coupling

14a to the input shaft 4 1 of the transmission 11. The differential drive shaft 17 is

connected to the output drive shaft 63 of the transmission 11 through the couplings 64a

and 64b and shaft 64c. The appropriate electrical connections are made between the

control systems of the vehicle 10 and the electrical components of the transmission 11,

and the appropriate connections are made between the hydraulic components of the

vehicle 10 (including the accumulators 46 and 47) and the transmission 11. In this



installed configuration, the prime mover drive shaft 14, hydraulic unit prime mover input

shaft 4 1, input opening 4 1a, transfer shaft 62, planetary gear unit output drive shaft 63,

output drive shaft opening 63a, and differential drive shaft 17 are in axially aligned or

coaxial relationship. All of the components of the hydraulic unit 23 including the pump

motor units 42 and 43, and all of the components of the connecting plate 25 including

the hydraulic manifold high pressure port 56 and passages 89 and 90 and control

valves 52-55, and all of the components of the planetary gear unit 24 including the

planetary gear components 7 1 and drive gears 76, 78 and 79, are disposed laterally

between the frame rails 18 and longitudinally between the drive shafts 14 and 17. In

this manner, the hydromechanical powersplit transmission 11 may be installed in the

vehicle 10 in place of a conventional manual or automatic or variable transmission

without substantial alteration of this space or the components of the vehicle 10 that

define this space.

[0047] Turning now the operation of the transmission 11, the transmission 11

operates in various modes under a wide variety of conditions. For example, the

transmission 11 operates in various modes in response to vehicle operator accelerator

pedal input to transmit power from the prime mover 13 and/or from stored energy in the

high pressure accumulator 46 to the differential drive shaft 17 to propel the vehicle 10.

Further, the transmission 11 operates in various modes in response to vehicle operator

brake pedal input to capture energy from the vehicle 10 during braking of the vehicle 10

and to transmit the captured energy to the high pressure accumulator storage device 46

for later use. Still further, the transmission 11 operates in response to vehicle operator



input to start the prime mover 13 using stored energy in the accumulator storage device

46 when the vehicle 10 is stationary.

[0048] To select among a virtually infinite array of the above described operating

modes of the transmission 11, the displacement and pump or motor operating mode of

pump motor units 42 and 43 may be changed and the isolation valves 54 and 55 may

be opened or closed. For example, when the secondary unit 43 is to be used in a

pumping mode during braking to charge the accumulator 46, an input provided to the

pilot valve 55a may allow the isolation valve 55 to close. In this mode of operation, the

isolation valve 55 for the secondary pump motor unit 43 may act as a check valve, so

that the isolation valve 55 opens when pressure in the outlet tube 92 exceeds the

pressure in the high pressure accumulator 46 to allow pressure from unit 43 to charge

accumulator 46. The isolation valve 54 for the primary pump motor unit 42 may be

generally opened when the vehicle 10 is moving, except closed when the secondary

unit 43 is pumping during braking to prevent supply of fluid from the secondary unit 43to

the primary unit 42.

[0049] When the vehicle 10 is stationary, the isolation valve 54 for the primary unit

42 may be closed, to prevent unintended flow to the secondary unit 43 and unintended

movement of the vehicle 10 . The transmission 11 may also be used to start the engine

13, to eliminate the need for a conventional starter. For this mode, hydraulic fluid from

accumulator 46 is supplied to primary pump motor unit 42 and isolated from secondary

pump motor unit 43, so that unit 43 and its drive shaft 44 rotate to rotate gears 76, 77,



72 and 74 to rotate planet carrier 75 and transfer shaft 62 and input shaft 4 1 and drive

shaft 14 to rotate and start prime mover engine 13 (Figure 1) .

[0050] Further, the proportional control valves 52 and 53 adjust the displacement of

the units 42 and 43 during both pumping and motoring modes. For example, when

movement of vehicle 10 is initially started from a stopped position, fluid is supplied from

accumulator 46 to secondary unit 43 and displacement of unit 43 is gradually increased

to accelerate vehicle 10 . As speed of the vehicle 10 increases and displacement of unit

43 increases, fluid pressure from accumulator 46 decreases and less stored energy is

available to unit 43 to continue to drive vehicle 10 . As the speed of the vehicle further

increases, more power is transmitted mechanically directly from the engine 13 to

driveshaft 17 through the planetary gearset 7 1, while less power is transmitted by the

hydraulic pump motor units. By reducing the hydraulic power transmitted at higher

vehicle speeds, the overall transmission efficiency is increased. Additionally, the

displacements of pump motors 42 and 43 are steplessly adjusted to achieve a desired

output shaft speed for a given input prime mover input shaft speed. The adjusting of

displacement provides for an infinitely variable or stepless transmission ratio, which

allows the prime mover 13 to be operated at its most efficient operating speed

regardless of output shaft speed. Additionally, since there is no gear shifting, there is

no interruption in power. Under this condition, displacement of units 42 and 43 may be

set to zero, to minimize any drag or inefficiency caused by units 42 and 43. When

vehicle 10 is to brake, secondary unit 43 is operated in a pumping mode and

displacement of unit 43 is increased to pump more fluid into accumulator 46 and cause

further braking resistance to the drive wheels 15 until the desired slower speed or



stopped condition for the vehicle 10 is achieved. During operation of the transmission

11, the sealed hydraulic unit chamber 36 is maintained at a positive pressure of at least

about 2 bar and preferably in the range of about 2 bar to about 6 bar, to prevent

cavitation in the pump motor units 42 and/or 43 during pumping, while the sealed gear

unit chamber 37 is maintained at about atmospheric pressure. Because the pump

motor units 42 and 43 are disposed in chamber 36 which is the low pressure reservoir,

separate low pressure conduits and connections between the low pressure reservoir

and the pump motor units 42 and 43 are not required.

[0051] In this manner, the transmission 11 provides a hydromechanical powersplit

transmission that captures and stores energy as high pressure fluid in accumulator 46

during vehicle braking and that uses that stored energy to propel the vehicle 10 or to

start engine 13 . Further, when the vehicle 10 is to be propelled when stored energy in

accumulator 46 is depleted, a direct variable speed mechanical connection is provided

from engine 14, through hydraulic unit 23 but without pumping or motoring displacement

of the units 42 and 43, through the planetary gear set 7 1 and to the drive wheels 15 .

GEAR UNIT DOUBLE SUMP

[0052] Referring now to Figures 1 and 7-9, the planetary gear unit housing 29

includes a front gear unit housing 29a and a rear gear unit housing 29b. The sealed

interior chamber or sump 37 of the planetary gear unit 24 includes a front chamber or

front sump 37a and a rear chamber or rear sump 37b. The primary hydraulic pump

motor unit drive shaft 44 extends from the hydraulic side 25a, through the connecting

plate 25, to the front chamber 37a, where its associated gear 76 is drivingly connected



to the sun gear 72 through gear 77 (Figures 1 and 8). The planetary gear components

7 1 , including sun gear 72, ring gear 73, planet gears 74 and planet carrier 75 and the

gear 76 provide a first gear set all disposed within front chamber or sump 37a. The

mechanical or prime mover input shaft 4 1 with its transfer shaft 62 extends from the

hydraulic side 25a, through the connecting plate 25, to the front sump 37a, where the

transfer shaft is drivingly connected to the planet carrier 75 (Figures 1 and 7). The

secondary hydraulic pump motor unit drive shaft 45 extends from the hydraulic side

25a, through the connecting plate 25, through the front sump 37a, to the rear sump 37b.

In the rear sump 37b, the gear 78 is secured on the secondary pump motor unit drive

shaft 45 and is drivingly connected to gear 79 (Figures 1 and 9). Gear 79 in turn is

connected to output drive shaft 63 in rear chamber 37b and to ring gear 73. Gears 78

and 79 provide a second gear set disposed in the rear sump 37b.

[0053] Gear unit front housing 29a includes a longitudinally extending housing

portion or wall 93 and a laterally extending generally planar housing portion or wall 94.

Housing portion 94 provides a wall that separates sumps 37a and 37b and provides a

common or shared wall for each sump 37a and 37b. An output drive shaft opening 95

extends longitudinally through housing portion or wall 94, and a bearing 96 in opening

95 supports output drive shaft 63. Gear unit rear housing 29b includes a longitudinally

extending housing portion or wall 97 and a laterally extending generally planar housing

portion or wall 98. The output drive shaft opening 63a extends longitudinally through

housing portion or wall 98, and a bearing 100 in opening 63a supports output drive shaft

63.



[0054] When the motor vehicle 10 is not moving, the output shaft 63 and gears 79

and 78 and secondary pump motor unit drive shaft 45 are in a stationary condition and

are not rotating. In this condition, the fluid level in the chambers or sumps 37a and 37b

is approximately at a level indicated by dotted line 10 1a in Figures 7 - 9, which is above

secondary pump motor unit gear 78 and below planetary gear components 7 1 . The

fluid in planetary gear housing 29 within sumps 37a and 37b is a suitable gear

lubricating oil. Because the interior chamber or sump 37 (including 37a and 37b) of

planetary gear unit 24 is sealed from the interior chamber or sump 36 of hydraulic unit

23, the fluid in sump 37 of planetary gear housing 29 can be a different fluid than in

sump 36 of hydraulic unit housing 26 and can be at a different fluid pressure level.

Further, as discussed in greater detail below, while the fluid level within the hydraulic

unit housing 26 is substantially at the top of hydraulic unit sump 36 at level 101 b (Figure

8) to permit sump 36 to provide a hydraulic fluid reservoir and to permit exchange and

flow of hydraulic fluid from a motoring one of pump motor units 42, 43 to a pumping one

of the units, the fluid level within planetary gear unit sump 37 is at a different and lower

level to avoid heat build-up that would occur if the fluid levels were the same and the

planetary gear components 7 1 and gears in the planetary gear unit housing 37 were

submerged in lubricating fluid.

[0055] Referring now to Figures 11 and 12, a rear facing generally planar surface

94a of the front planetary gear housing 29a is illustrated in Figure 11 and a mating front

facing generally planar surface 97a of rear planetary gear housing 29b is illustrated in

Figure 12 . For clarity, the housings 29a and 29b and their respective mating surfaces

94a and 97a are illustrated in Figures 11 and 12 without any other components. A



restricted size return opening or fluid passage 102 extends longitudinally through wall

94 at a location vertically below level 10 1a to connect sumps 37a and 37b, and a larger

size pump opening or fluid passage 103 extends longitudinally through wall 94 at a

location vertically above level 10 1a to connect sumps 37a and 37b. The surface 98a

includes a generally U-shaped longitudinally recessed pump channel 104. When

housings 29a and 29b are assembled as shown in Figures 7-9, the rear facing surface

94a of housing 29a engages the front facing surface 97a of housing 29b. In this

assembled configuration, surface 97a provides a wall to close pump channel 104, and

closed pump channel 104 extends between and establishes fluid communication

between openings 102 and 103. The front housing 29a also includes an opening 118a

that may be used for mounting a speed sensor (not shown) for primary pump motor unit

42, and the rear housing 29b also includes an opening 118b that may be used for

mounting a speed sensor (not shown) for secondary pump motor unit 43. An oil fill hole

118c is provided in the rear housing 29b to fill the sumps 37a and 37b with lubricating

oil.

[0056] As illustrated in Figure 17, rotation of gear 78 near the bottom of chamber or

sump 37b causes gear 78 to throw or pump fluid from return opening 102 (Figure 11)

near the bottom of chamber or sump 37b upward through channel 104 (Figure 12) to

pump passage 103. Passage 103 connects rear chamber or sump 37b to front

chamber or sump 37a on the front side of housing 29b. This oil from channel 104

flowing through passage 103 will then fall onto the primary gear 76 in front sump 37a to

increase oil splash lubrication in front sump 37a. Fluid flows faster from rear sump 37b

to front sump 37a through passage 103 than it can return from front sump 37a to rear



sump 37b through passage 102, and this results in the fluid level in sump 37b being

substantially at the level of the bottom of gear 78 when the gear 78 is rotating. This

prevents the gear 78 from rotating at high speeds or for long periods of time submerged

in oil, and prevents heat build-up that would otherwise occur if the gear 78 were to run

submerged in oil. When the vehicle 10 is moving, the output shaft 63 and gears 79 and

78 and secondary pump motor unit drive shaft 45 are rotating and this pumping from

sump 37b to sump 37a through channel 104 occurs. When the vehicle 10 stops moving

and the gear 78 stops rotating, fluid returns from front sump 37a to rear sump 37b

through passage 102 and the fluid level in sumps 37a and 37b returns to level 10 1a .

[0057] As illustrated in Figures 12 and 17, surface 98a of rear housing portion 29b

also includes longitudinally extending ledges 105 and 106. When gear 78 rotates, gear

78 also splashes lubricating oil onto ledges 105 and 106. Oil on ledge 105 flows into

front sump 37a through opening 105a (Figure 11) and onto rear primary bearing 8 1

(Figure 8). Oil on ledge 106 is directed to the park pawl assembly 120 described below

through a vertical hole at the right end of ledge 105 as viewed in Figure 12 .

Accordingly, lubricating oil from rear sump 37b is pumped to front sump 37a to reduce

the fluid level in rear sump 37b, and lubricating oil in the rear sump 37b is distributed to

the moving components and bearings within the sumps 37a and 37b. This pumping

and distribution is accomplished using the secondary gear 78 and the openings and

channels and ledges described above, to eliminate the need for a conventional

lubrication pump and to minimize the size and weight and complexity of the

transmission 11.



[0058] As illustrated in Figures 9 and 11, the front housing 29a of the gear unit 24

also includes a secondary pump motor shaft opening 108, and the secondary pump

motor shaft 45 extends through opening 108. As illustrated in Figures 8, 11 and 12, the

housing 29a also includes a low pressure return line opening 109, and the housing 29b

includes a low pressure return line opening 110 . The opening 110 is used to optionally

connect a low pressure accumulator to chamber 36 and is not used in the preferred

embodiment illustrated in the drawings. A low pressure return tube 111 extends

through and is sealed within openings 109 and 110, to connect low pressure hydraulic

reservoir or sump 36 through sump 37a and 37b to opening 110 .

[0059] Accordingly, the walls 93 and 94 of the front or first housing 29a define the

front or first sump 37a. The rear or second housing 29b is connected to the first

housing 29a and includes walls 97 and 98 that cooperate with the common wall 94 of

the first housing 29a to define the rear or second sump 37b. A first set of rotatable

gears 7 1 is disposed in the first sump 37a and has a stationary condition and a rotating

condition. A second set of rotatable gears 78, 79 is disposed in the second sump 37b

and has a stationary condition and a rotating condition. An input drive shaft 62 extends

longitudinally into the first sump 37a and is rotatably connected to the first set of

rotatable gears. An output drive shaft 63 extends longitudinally out of the second sump

37b and is rotatably connected to the second set of gears. The longitudinal axes 22 of

the input and output drive shafts are substantially coaxial. A first hydraulic pump motor

unit drive shaft 44 extends into the first sump 37a and is driving connected with the first

set of rotatable gears. A second hydraulic pump motor unit drive shaft 45 extends

longitudinally from end to end through the first sump 37a and into the second sump 37b



and is dhvingly connected with the second set of rotatable gears. The first and second

hydraulic pump motor unit drive shafts are supported by bearings in walls 25, 94 and

98. Openings 102 and 103 extend between and establish a fluid flow path between the

first sump 37a and the second sump 37b, and the openings 102 and 103 extend to the

channel 104 to pump lubricating liquid from the second sump 37b to the first sump 37a

when the second set of gears is rotating.

SPLASH GEAR AND LUBRICATION SYSTEM

[0060] Referring now to Figures 7 and 13-1 7, additional structure and features of the

planetary gear set 7 1, planet carrier 75, planet gears 74 and lubrication system for the

moving components within the front sump 37a are illustrated, with Figure 14 illustrating

some of the structure in exploded format for clarity. The illustrated lubrication system is

integral with the planet carrier 75 and planet gears 74, and eliminates the need for a

piston pump or gerotor pump or similar pump having higher energy consuming pumping

parts to provide lubricating liquid under pressure to the moving components of the

planetary gear set 7 1 and other moving components within the front sump 37a. To

achieve this, the invention provides a thin generally flat lateral splash gear 112 that is

integral with the planetary gear set 7 1 and is carried by and rotates with planet carrier

75 about a longitudinal axis 7 1a in the sump 37a. The splash gear 112 includes

laterally outwardly extending teeth 112a, a central generally circular opening 112b, and

three spaced apart notches 112c extending laterally outwardly from the opening 112b.

The notches 112c each extend circumferentially through an angle of less than about 10

degrees and preferably less than about 5 degrees. The planet carrier 75 includes three



planet gear shafts 113, and the three planet gears 74 are each rotatably disposed on a

bearing 74a on one of the shafts 113 . The planet gear shafts 113 are each received in

a planet shaft bore 114 that extends longitudinally into the planet carrier 75 and are

stationary relative to the planet carrier 75. Each of the planet gear shafts 113 includes a

laterally extending cross bore 113a, and laterally extending pins 115 extend into the

planet carrier 75 and through the planet shaft cross bores 113a to retain each planet

gear shaft 113 and its associated planet gear 74 in place on the planet carrier 75. Each

planet gear shaft 113 further includes a radially outwardly facing lock groove 113b on its

generally cylindrical outer peripheral surface 3g to retain the splash gear 112 on the

planet carrier 75 in the manner further described below.

[0061] To assemble the splash gear 112 onto the planet carrier 75, the splash gear

112 is assembled in the longitudinal direction onto the radially outer peripheral surface

75a of a circumferentially extending longitudinally projecting annular lip 75b on a lateral

end face or lateral wall 75c of planet carrier 75. The notches 112c of the splash gear

112 are aligned with the shafts 113 so that the shafts 113 project longitudinally through

the notches 112c, and this position of the splash gear 112 is a partially assembled

position. The splash gear 112 is then rotated about 5 to 10 degrees (clockwise as

viewed in Figure 14), so that the notches 112c rotate a few degrees away from the

shafts 113 . This causes the inner peripheral surface or central opening 112b of the

splash gear 112 to move into the lock grooves 113b in the shafts 113 . In this fully

assembled position or configuration, the splash gear 112 is held onto the planet carrier

75 for rotation with the planet carrier 75, by the splash gear 112 engaging the lock

grooves 113b of the planet gear shafts 113 . A lock pin 116 is then pressed through a



hole 2d in splash gear 112 and into a hole 75d in planet carrier 75, to hold the splash

gear 112 against continued clockwise or counterclockwise rotation relative to the planet

carrier 75.

[0062] The planet carrier 75 further includes a longitudinally extending central

opening 75e. The central opening 75e includes an internal spline connector 75f. When

the planet carrier 75 is assembled onto the transfer drive shaft 62 (Figures 1 and 7), an

external spline connector on the transfer shaft 62 mates to the internal spline connector

75f of the planet carrier 75. With this structure, the planet carrier 75 and splash gear

112 are rotatably connected to the transfer shaft 62 and the input shaft 4 1 , so that these

components rotate together under all operating conditions.

[0063] Each planet gear shaft 113 also includes a central bore or lubricating liquid

flow passage 113c. Each flow passage 113c extends into the shaft 113 from the lateral

wall 75c in the longitudinal direction to the left as viewed in the drawings. A lateral

cross bore or radial passage 113d (Figure 16) extends radially from the central bore

113c to the outer peripheral surface 3g of each planet gear shaft 113 to provide

lubricating liquid between each planet gear shaft 113 and an associated planet gear

shaft bore 114 of the planet gear 74 and bearing 74a that is disposed on the shaft 113 .

The radial passage 113d extends radially outward from the central bore 113c in a

direction away from the longitudinal axis 7 1a . Each planet gear shaft 113 also includes

a cut away bevel portion 113e at or near its end, adjacent the annular lip 75b of the

planet carrier 75. The bevel portion 113e extends radially from the outer peripheral

surface 3g of the shaft 113 and terminates at a longitudinally extending laterally



inwardly facing wall 3f that is substantially adjacent to and communicates with the

central flow passage 113c. As discussed more fully below, the wall 3f is radially

outward from and substantially adjacent to the flow passages 113c and provides a

planet gear shaft lubricating liquid catch wall that catches lubricating liquid and directs

the lubricating liquid to the flow passage 113c. A further portion of the lubricating

system in the chamber or sump 37a is provided by a sheet metal baffle or trough 117

(Figures 13 and 7). The baffle 117 includes a laterally extending wall 117a and tabs

117b, and the tabs 117b fasten the trough 117 to planetary gear side 25b of connecting

plate 25.

[0064] When the planet carrier 74 and lateral wall 74c are in a rotating condition

about longitudinal axis 7 1a within the front sump 36a, the splash gear 112 rotates with

the planet carrier 74 and lateral wall 74c about axis 7 1a . The teeth 112a of the splash

gear 112 rotate into and out of the lubricating oil in the lower portion of the front sump

37a below the fluid level 10 1a . This splashes lubricating liquid within the front sump

37a and creates a lubricating liquid suspension or droplets within the upper portion of

the sump 37a above the lubricating liquid level 10 1a . Some of this splashed lubricating

liquid enters the space between the trough wall 117b and the connecting plate gear side

25b, and this oil flows by gravity to lubricate bearing 86. Some of the splashed

lubricating liquid engages and accumulates on the rotating lateral wall 75c of the planet

carrier 75 to at least partially coat the lateral wall 75c with lubricating oil. When this

liquid is deposited in this manner on the lateral wall 75c, the liquid begins to rotate with

the lateral wall 75c. The lubricating liquid immediately adjacent the wall 75c will rotate



substantially at the same rotational velocity as the wall 75c, and the liquid farther away

from the wall 75c will rotate at a slightly lesser rotational velocity than the wall 75c.

[0065] As this lubricating liquid on the lateral wall 75c rotates with the lateral wall

75c, the liquid is acted upon by centrifugal force and moved by centrifugal force laterally

or radially outwardly against an annular radially inwardly facing catch wall 75g of the lip

75b. The catch wall 75g is substantially adjacent each flow passage 113c and is at

least partially radially outward from each flow passage 113c. The lubricating liquid

begins to accumulate at or flood the catch wall 75g, and the thickness or depth of the

lubricating liquid increases at the location of the catch wall 75g. Due to the centrifugal

force acting on the lubricating liquid, coupled with the relative rotational movement

between the lateral wall 75c and the liquid and between the catch wall 75g and the

liquid, the accumulating lubricating liquid flows circumferentially along the rotating catch

wall 75g. This flow will be in a direction opposite the direction of rotation of the lateral

wall 75c and catch wall 75g and toward and along the inwardly facing catch wall 113f of

each associated planet gear shaft 113. A portion of this accumulating liquid then flows

longitudinally through the passages 113c and then radially through the passages 113d

to lubricate outer peripheral surfaces 3g of planet gear shafts 113 and bearings 74a

and planet gears 74. To facilitate this flow of oil, inwardly facing catch wall 113f of each

planet gear shaft 113 is generally laterally and circumferentially aligned with the

inwardly facing catch wall 75g so that the surfaces 75g and 113f provide a generally

smooth generally annular catch wall. The catch wall 75g extends longitudinally from the

lateral wall 75c in the opposite direction to the flow passages 113c (that is, to the right

as viewed in the drawings). As the planet carrier 75 rotates about axis 7 1a, centrifugal



force acting on each planet gear 74 urges each planet gear 74 radially outward away

from axis 7 1a . This unloads the bearings 74a at the location of the passages 113d, to

facilitate flow of lubricating liquid from the passages 113d to the bearings 74a and to

prevent the holes 113d from damaging the bearings 74a.

[0066] The annular catch wall 75g includes catch wall portions 75h adjacent each of

the flow passages 113c, extending circumferentially in the direction of rotation of the

lateral wall 75c and catch wall 75g. Lubricating liquid accumulating on each of these

catch wall portions 75h will flow to an adjacent flow passage 3g, while lubricating

liquid accumulating on the catch wall 75g on the other side of a flow passage 3g will

flow to the next flow passage 113g or will flood over the catch wall 75g and contribute to

the splash lubricating suspension or droplets. Each of the catch wall portions 75h has a

sufficient circumferential extent to catch lubricating oil to feed its adjacent flow passage

113c. In the preferred embodiment, this circumferential extent is at least about 10

degrees. Also, in the preferred embodiment, the catch wall portions 75h are each

generally semicircular and are joined to form the continuous annular catch wall 75g. As

used herein, the term circumferential extending in relation to the catch wall portions 75h

describes both curved surfaces and straight surfaces, so that, for example, the catch

wall portions 75h could alternatively be straight wall portions. Also, while the catch wall

portions 75h in the preferred embodiment are joined together to provide the continuous

catch wall 75g, the catch wall portions 75h could alternatively be separated from one

another. Further, the catch wall 75g and its catch wall portions 75h may extend

perpendicular to the lateral wall 75c (in which case they extend only in the longitudinal

direction) or at another angle relative to the lateral wall 75c (in which case they would



extend in both the longitudinal and the lateral or radial direction). Also, the lateral wall

75c may be disposed in a plane that is perpendicular to the longitudinal axis 71a (in

which case it extends only in the lateral direction) or in a plane at another angle relative

to the longitudinal axis 71a (in which case it would extend in both the lateral and the

longitudinal direction).

[0067] In this manner, lubricating oil from rear sump 37b is pumped through channel

104 to front sump 37a to reduce the fluid level in rear sump 37b, and lubricating oil in

the front sump or chamber 37a is distributed to the moving components and bearings

within the chamber 37a. This distribution is accomplished using the splash gear 112

and the planet carrier 75 and lateral wall 74c and catch walls 75g, 75h and 113f and

flow passages 113c and 113d and planet gear shafts 113, to eliminate a need for a

conventional lubrication pump and to minimize the size and weight and complexity of

the transmission 11. The lubricating system could alternatively secure a rotating splash

gear and rotating lateral wall with catch walls to a different rotating planetary gear set

component, such as for example a rotating ring gear, or could alternatively be used with

other types of gear sets or in other applications.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A splash gear and planet gear carrier assembly comprising,

a splash gear ( 1 12) having a longitudinal axis (71 a) about which it rotates and

having radially outwardly projecting splash gear teeth ( 1 12a) around its outer periphery,

a planet gear carrier (75) having a plurality of planet gears (74) each rotatably

disposed on a planet gear shaft ( 1 13),

at least one attachment surface ( 1 13b) on the planet carrier,

and the splash gear engaging the attachment surface and being secured to the

planet gear carrier by the attachment surface.

2 . A splash gear and planet gear carrier assembly as set forth in claim 1, wherein at

least one of the planet gear shafts includes an attachment surface ( 1 13b).

3 . A splash gear and planet gear carrier assembly as set forth in any of preceding

claims 1-2, wherein each of the planet gear shafts includes an attachment surface.

4 . A splash gear and planet gear carrier assembly as set forth in any of preceding

claims 1-3, wherein the planet gear carrier includes a lateral wall (75c), each planet

gear shaft extends through the lateral wall, and each attachment surface is disposed on

a portion of the planet gear shaft that extends through the lateral wall.



5 . A splash gear and planet gear carrier assembly as set forth in any of preceding

claims 1-4, wherein the attachment surface is a lock groove in the outer peripheral

surface of the planet gear shaft.

6 . A splash gear and planet gear carrier assembly as set forth in any of preceding

claims 1-5, wherein the splash gear is generally annular and has an internal

longitudinally extending through passage ( 1 12b), the splash gear has a partially

assembled position and a fully assembled position relative to the planet gear carrier, the

through passage in the splash gear has a radially outwardly extending notch ( 1 12c)

adjacent each planet gear shaft, and each planet gear shaft extends longitudinally

through its adjacent notch when the splash gear is in its partially assembled position.

7 . A splash gear and planet gear carrier assembly as set forth in any of preceding

claims 1-6, wherein the planet carrier includes a longitudinally extending lubricating

liquid catch wall (75g, 75h) and at least one lubricating liquid flow passage ( 1 13c)

adjacent the catch wall.

8 . A splash gear and planet gear carrier assembly as set forth in any of preceding

claims 1-7, including a lubricating liquid sump (37a), and the splash gear and planet

gear carrier assembly is rotatably disposed in the sump.

9 . A splash gear lubrication system comprising,

a sump (37a) disposed along a longitudinal axis (71a) and having a lubricating

liquid in the lower portion of the sump,



a splash gear ( 1 12) rotatably disposed in the sump, the splash gear having a

longitudinal axis (71 a) about which it rotates and having radially outwardly projecting

splash gear teeth ( 1 12a) around its outer periphery, the splash gear teeth rotating into

and out of the lubricating liquid in the sump when the splash gear rotates to create a

suspension of lubricating liquid in the upper portion of the sump,

a lateral wall (75c) rotatably disposed in the sump, the lateral wall rotating about

a longitudinal axis (71 a) when the splash gear rotates, the lateral wall having at least

one lubricating liquid flow passage ( 1 13c) radially spaced from its longitudinal axis and

extending longitudinally in one direction,

the lateral wall having a lubricating liquid catch wall (75g, 75h) substantially

adjacent the lubricating liquid flow passage, the catch wall extending longitudinally from

the lateral wall in a direction opposite the one direction, and the catch wall extending in

a circumferential direction toward the flow passage and having a sufficient

circumferential extent (75h) to catch lubricating liquid to feed the flow passage,

whereby, when the splash gear teeth rotate in and out of a lubricating liquid in the

sump and the lateral wall rotates in the sump, the splash gear teeth splash lubricating

liquid on the rotating lateral wall, and centrifugal force acting on the rotating lubricating

liquid on the rotating lateral wall moves the lubricating liquid radially outwardly against

the catch wall.

10 . A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in claim 9, wherein at least a portion

of the lubricating liquid catch wall is radially outward from the longitudinal liquid flow

passage, and centrifugal force coupled with relative rotational movement between the



lubricating liquid and the catch wall move the lubricating liquid from the catch wall into

the flow passage.

11. A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in any of preceding claims 9-10,

wherein the lateral wall and the splash gear are coaxially disposed and rotate together

in the sump, the flow passage is radially intermediate the longitudinal axis and the

splash gear teeth, and the lateral wall is secured to and rotates with a rotating

component (75) of a planetary gear set disposed in the sump.

12 . A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in any of preceding claims 9-1 1,

wherein the lateral wall is a wall of a planet gear carrier (75) of a planetary gear set (75)

disposed in the sump, the planet gear carrier includes at least one planet gear (74) and

planet gear shaft ( 1 13) on which the planet gear is rotatably disposed, and the flow

passage extends longitudinally into the planet gear shaft to provide lubricating liquid

between the planet gear shaft and the planet gear.

13 . A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in claim 12, wherein the planet gear

carrier includes a plurality of planet gears (74) and planet gear shafts ( 1 13) about which

the planet gears rotate, each planet gear shaft includes a flow passage extending

longitudinally in the one direction, and the catch wall includes catch wall portions (75h)

extending in a circumferential direction substantially adjacent each flow passage, each

catch wall portion having a sufficient circumferential extent of at least 10 degrees to

catch lubricating liquid to feed its adjacent flow passage,

whereby centrifugal force acting on the rotating lubricating liquid on the rotating

lateral wall moves the lubricating liquid radially outwardly against each catch wall



portion and from the catch wall portion into the adjacent flow passage to provide

lubricating liquid between each planet gear shaft and planet gear.

14. A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in claim 13, wherein each catch wall

portion is generally a portion of a semicircle having the longitudinal axis as its center.

15 . A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in any of preceding claims 13-14,

wherein all of the catch wall portions are connected with one another and together

provide a generally annular catch wall (75g) disposed radially outward of each flow

passage.

16 . A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in any of preceding claims 12-1 5,

wherein each planet gear shaft includes an outer peripheral surface on which a planet

gear is rotatably disposed, a radial passage ( 1 13d) extends between the flow passage

and the outer peripheral surface of each planet gear shaft.

17 . A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in any of preceding claims 12-1 6,

wherein each planet gear shaft is stationary relative to the planet gear carrier.

18 . A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in claim 17, wherein each planet

gear shaft includes a planet gear shaft catch wall ( 3f) extending longitudinally in the

other direction substantially adjacent the flow passage.

19 . A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in claim 18, wherein each catch wall

portion and each planet gear shaft catch wall substantially adjacent each flow passage

are substantially aligned in the circumferential direction, whereby lubricating liquid flows



against the planet gear shaft catch wall when it flows from a first mentioned catch wall

to a flow passage.

20. A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in any of preceding claims 9-14,

wherein each catch wall (75h) extends substantially circumferentially through an angle

of at least about 10 degrees.

2 1 . A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in any of preceding claims 12-20,

wherein the splash gear is generally annular and has an internal longitudinally

extending through passage ( 1 12b), the splash gear has a partially assembled position

and a fully assembled position relative to the wall, the through passage in the splash

gear has a radially outwardly extending notch ( 1 12c) adjacent each planet gear shaft,

and each planet gear shaft extends longitudinally through its adjacent notch when the

splash gear is in its partially assembled position.

22. A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in claim 2 1 , wherein each planet

gear shaft has a circumferentially extending lock groove ( 1 13b) facing in the radially

outward direction, and the splash gear through passage is received in the lock groove to

secure the splash gear to the planet gear shafts and to the planet carrier when the

splash gear is in its fully assembled position.

23. A splash gear lubrication system as set forth in claim 22, wherein the splash gear

fully assembled position is rotationally displaced from the splash gear partially

assembled position relative to the wall.
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